
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF LIGHTING 



• ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES FIRST 

• DITCH THE DOWNLIGHTS

• PERCEPTION, CONTRAST AND DRAMA

• CLIENT/ PROJECT  SPECIFIC LIGHTING

• ONE SPACE  - VARIOUS LIGHTING TREATMENTS

• MIXING COLOR TEMPERATURES

• DAYLIGHT EFFECTS 



THE FORUM
Melbourne, VIC ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES FIRST 



















Abode 318
Melbourne, VIC DITCH THE DOWNLIGHTS 













DITCH THE DOWNLIGHTS 

- Decorate vertical surfaces 
The way light hits a surface  can create different effects and change the way  you see  texture or colour

- Create Drama 
Be selective  - lighting a key item in a space and leaving the rest n shadow can be more dramatic than lighting every feature

- Add intermediate lighting in areas with high ceilings 

- Light art, book shelves and other points of interest first  not much other lighting will be required 



Royal Elizabeth Apartments
Melbourne VIC                              PERCEPTION, CONTRAST AND DRAMA 







PERCEPTION, CONTRAST AND DRAMA 

- More light is reflected off a light surface than a dark one

- Adding more light to a dark space can create too much contrast

- Add a visual element to the space
An illuminated pendant or wall lights will aid in the perception of light 

- Test lighting on textures and  colours 



Private Residence
Toorak, VIC PLANNING AHEAD













Dan Murphy’s Cellar
Prahran VIC                                   CLIENT SPECIFIC LIGHTING 













CLIENT SPECIFIC LIGHTING 

- Use lighting to highlight and lead 
patrons or customers to desire areas

- Use detailing to hide light sources 
yet highlight products

- Test lighting and details 

- Not all linear lights are the same 
different lenses or chips may be 
required



Architects Office
Melbourne VIC ONE SPACE  - VARIOUS LIGHTING TREATMENTS 



















ONE SPACE  - VARIOUS LIGHTING TREATMENTS 

- Use light to define areas, using different colour temperatures and effect are great visual tool in creating visual barriers 

- Give thought to the individual use of each space and if this changes over the course of the day/ night

- In an open plan space create focus points to imbue the space with a feeling of intimacy

- Consider areas beyond the immediate space and ensure that even though they are treated differently that areas flow        
from one to another  



The Jade Rabbit
Sydney NSW MIXING COLOR TEMPERATURES 









MIXING COLOUR TEMPERATURES 

- Use light and colour temperatures to segregate the area from the surrounds 

- Colour temperature can change from day to night to create a different experience 

- Consider areas beyond the immediate space and ensure that even though they are treated differently that areas flow 
from one to another  



ONE - End Of Trip Facilities 
101 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC    HIGH END SCHEME









RISE by Studio PP
101 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC    DAYLIGHT EFFECTS

















PROCESS OF A SPECIALIST LIGHTING CONSULTANT 

- INITIAL MEETING WITH THE CLIENT 
This  is the most important phase to gain an understanding of the project, the space, and most importantly how and who will use the space.

- CONCEPT 
This is where all the elements and ideas are put together to demonstrate to the client the effects amounts and types of light that are being suggested.



- DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 

The design is pulled together using CAD plans for exact location, types of luminaires and most importantly detailing 
Detailed lumiere specifications are provided to show type of luminaire, colour temperatures, wiring protocol requirements  - this also contains all 
information required for building up a lighting control system.

- IMPLEMENTATION 



- CONSTRUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
During construction phase all sorts of issues are raised from walls moving to ceilings being raised or lowered. This can mean a quick site visit or telephone call and 
mark ups to resolve any onsite problems.

- COMMISSIONING
This the most important part of the process ensuring that the lights are aimed and focused as per the original design intent is essential to a finished project. 
Running through the lighting and any lighting control scenes with the client to ensure that it suits the usage is paramount.




